
 

 

 

Sunday in Cape Town...Warm and pleasant Spring weather.   

The aircon is in…the railings are painted…and the royal visit is underway. 
 
If last week was sports heaven then this week is sports hell.  Western Province played like 
schoolkids yesterday and me and 54,000 other people were mighty disappointed.  
Anyway…Arsenal won, Millwall drew away and if you support enough teams there’ll be some 
good news somewhere. 
 
This is a busy week for me.  Gardening person on Monday, teaching Tuesday, accountant 
Thursday, teaching next Friday in Citrusdal which is a night away.  Back Friday and then off to 
Stellenbosch for a wedding next Saturday so there won’t an update next Sunday as I’ll be away 
and enjoying a few Stellenbosch wineries.  Only the second time I will have worn a suit in all my 
years in South Africa.  Sadly the last time was a funeral but this time it’s a more joyous affair. 
 
Interesting negotiation this week with the management and unions of a major oil refinery in 
Scotland.  Typical industrial relations stuff…you threaten us, we threaten you and we’ll see who 
backs down.  The unions threatened a strike, the management threatened to shut the plant and 
the unions backed down.  And then the politics start…That’s why I stay well away from this type 
of work and stick very much to buyers and sellers. 
 
Remember:  @tom_beasor and LinkedIn for daily neg tweets.  Feel free to connect on LinkedIn 
and re-tweet. 
 
Have a good one  
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My portable Philips projector arrived this week and it’s mighty small and just the thing for small presentations.  I’m 

using it in a big room soon and it may not be quite bright enough but for the price it’s a good deal and the LED 

design means I’m not stuck for expensive bulbs down the line. 

 

Got Netflix and BBC Iplayer working on the television courtesy of a link from the computer.  This is great stuff and 

we’ll be embarking on all 5 series of Breaking Bad this week.  There’s also a small matter of dozens of NYPD Blue 

on satellite and a DVD of The Sweeney so no vid watching issues in this house. 

NORTON, Mass. (AP) — Police in a Massachusetts town say an elementary school was briefly locked down when 

a woman who really needed to use the bathroom tried to get in. 

Norton Police say on their Facebook page that J.C. Solmonese School was locked down Thursday morning 

because a suspicious person tried to get in several doors. 

School staffers called police. The woman said she just had to use the bathroom. 

She was deemed not a threat but told she may face charges. 
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Back end sales 

I feel very pleased with my new LED projector because the lifetime cost of the machine is pretty 
much fixed up front.  There’s no worry about spare bulbs which in some cases can cost more 
than a third of the initial cost of the machine. 
 
I feel less pleased when I have to pay over R1000 for a new printer cartridge and my printer has 
4 of them.  That’s a lot of lifetime cost and the total cost of ownership is huge. 
 
My own business is a bit like this in so much as I sell materials to help people with their teaching 
and the SDI inventories are an ongoing source of income to me after I’ve trained people to use 
them. 
 
What’s important here is the ability to leverage future down the line sales that drop from the initial 
purchase.  This lifetime value is huge for a seller and it’s so much better if your portfolio of 
products contains “top up” products that can continue to be used...consumables are the obvious 
example. 
 
Whatever you sell always try to have something to supply the client down the line once the up 
front purchase is made. 
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Doctor...heal thyself 

I negotiated a price this week…put down a quick marker which was then snapped off by the other 
party. 
 
I’d broken several rules and smiled to myself as I did it.  It was quick and dirty and I made the 
mistake of wanting to get it done too quickly and not thinking it through. 
 
The other party also made a mistake of not “thanking and banking” my marker as I may well have 
gone lower. 
 
I guess we both made mistakes…maybe we need to go on a course. 
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